The longest common subsequence (LCS) problem is the problem of determining a sequence C of maximum length that is a subsequence of (can be obtained by deleting zero or more symbols from) each of two given strings A and B [ I].
The longest common subsequence (LCS) problem is the problem of determining a sequence C of maximum length that is a subsequence of (can be obtained by deleting zero or more symbols from) each of two given strings A and B [ I] .
The best algorithms known for the IAS problem are, in the worst case, only s@htly faster than quadratic in the length of the input [3, 5] although, for some special cases, there are algorithms known that require only O(n log n) time [3, 4] .
Lower bounds on the complexity of the LCS problem have been determined for algorithms that are restricted to making "equal,-unequal" comparisons of posit;ons in the two strings. A "comparison of two positions" means a comparison of the valuec ;f the symbols Ilocated at those positions. It 'has been shown [ 1 ] that 0(rt2) such comparisons are required to solve the LCS problem for unrestricted alphabet size and O(M) such comparisons are required for alphabet size restricted to s.
We shall prove that n log II is a lower bound on the nunber of "less thanequal-greater than" comparisons requi't. d to solve the LCS problem, assuming unrestrictzc: alphabet size., Let Y'(n) be the minimum number of comparisons (resulti 'rg in "less than", "greater than", of "equal") requf::.l %J solve the LCS problem with two input strings of length n.
WC &J use a decision tree model (see [ 11) alld shall demonst:ate a lower bound on T(n) by exhibit-*.
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ing a path of sufficient length in each possible deci-:ion tree. A basic configuration is an assignment of values to strings A and B such that there are no vahes common to strings A and B. Thus a basic configuration has an I CS $'length 0.
A wlid configuration (for a particular sequence of comparisons) is an assignment of values to positions that is consistent with the results of all comparisons.
We now define an "oracle" or decision rule by which a r ath, P,, is distinguished in each decision tree for the LCS problem. Let fi!) be the prefix of length i of?,, (starting at the root of the decision tree).
Incision rule. Let the comparison p 1 : p2 be the ith on P,. If p1 and p2 are both positions in A (say, a,, and au) then if u < u then return "less than"; otherwise, return "greater than".
If p1 that also have al < a2 < v.0 <a,, Let RI be the subset of R that is consistent with p1 < p2 and let R2 be the subset of R consistent with p1 >pz. If &J > /l?2) I then return "less than"; otherwise return "greater than". 0
Hate that the decision rule never returns a result of "equal".
Define positions p and q to be cornpamble (for a sequence of comparisons) if it can be logically deduced from the results of the comparisons that p i? or thatp >q.
Proof. Each element, bj of B, can bein any one of _ Lemma. mere must be sufficient comparisons in P, so that all positions in A are comparable @ossibly by transitivity) to ail positions in B.
Proof. If not, assume izi is not comparable to bj. We know that there is a valid basic configuration C, for P, in which ai < bj and which has an LCS of length 0.
Consider the set S of positions p (of A and/or B) in C, such that ai <p < bj. We can partition S into subsets S, Sr, S,, and $3 where S, = (PO E S I po not comparable to either af or bj) S1 = (~1 ES 1 p1 comparable to ai but not to bj), & = {pz ES 1 p2 comparable to bj but not to al), S, = (pa ES I p3 comparable to both ai and bj].
In what follows, p is a generic element of S, pk is a generic element of & (for k = 0,1,2,3). S3 is empty since otherwise ai is comparable to bj. There is no p1 E S, that is comparably less than any p2 E S2 since otherwise ai would be comparably less than bj. Also, there is no po E So that is comparably greater than any p1 E Sl or is comparably less than any p2 E S, since otherwise po would be in Sr or S, respectively. We can change the relative order of values of ai, {PI* bj so that fP21 <ai < bj < @d < {PII and will still have a valid basic configuration CO. The configuration, Cl, which is the same as Co except that ai = bj will also be valid, but it will have an LCS of length 1. The decision tree D, of which P, was a path, does not distinguish between these two valid configu rations and hence does not solve the LCS problem. Cl Lemma. l7wre must be n log n comparisons along P*. n + f distinct states:
Thus, there are (n_ + lr possible relative orderings of the elements of B with respect to the elements of A. It will require log((n t lr> > i't log n comparisons to distinguish which states the elements of B are in. That is, n log n comparisons are required to make every element of B comparable to every element ofA. Cl Theorem. T(n) > n log n.
Proof. IV;; lrave exhibited zi path of length n log n that must aFpe;h; in any desision tree that solves the LCS problem. El
